
Rothco MA-1 Flight Jacket with

 

Patches 
We’ve taken our classic MA-1 Flight Jacket and 
have added some patches! This completely 
customizable bomber jacket comes equipped 
with four loop fields and five morale patches 
designed exclusively for the flight jacket. With the 
loop patch field layout, you can add any hook 
patch you want for a completely customized 
look.  The loop fields are located on the right 
sleeve (4 3/4" x 4 3/4"), right chest (4 3/4" x 4 
3/4"), left chest (2 1/2" x 3 7/8") and left sleeve (1 
7/8" x 3 1/2"). The five morale patches included 
with the MA-1 jacket are a 3” Round Rothco ’53 
Wing Patch that highlights Rothco’s date of 
establishment, classic Flight Crew Patch (3 7/8" x 
2 5/8"  ) with a Rothco twist, 3" Round Fighter 
Pilot Patch, Space Explorer Patch (3" x 3 1/8" ) 
and  US Flag Patch (3 3/8" x 1 7/8"). 

In addition to the patches, the classic military 
jacket features 100% Nylon water repellent outer-
shell with a fully reversible rescue orange 
polyester lining. For added warmth, the flight 
jacket is lined with a poly fiberfill and is equipped 
with a front closure storm flap. The jacket also 
features a zippered utility pocket with pencil 
pocket on the left arm, two front slash pockets 
with snap closure and two inside slash pockets 
with snap closure. Additional features of 
Rothco’s MA-1 Flight Jacket with Patches include 
ribbed knit collar, cuffs, waistband, and brass 
zippers. The flight jacket has an extra full cut and 
is available in sizes up to 3XL.

Specification

Property Value

Brand Rothco

Product Origin CHN

Material Polyester, Nylon

Amazon Department mens

Size Chart MA-1 Flight Jacket

Water Resistant Yes

Cold Weather Yes
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Check out the collection of camo clothing we offer.

https://www.carid.com/camo-clothing.html
https://www.carid.com/rothco/



